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Impact factor of Episodes increased
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The 2020 citation metrics were officially released in the Journal
Citation Reports (JCR). The IUGS Publications Committee informs
us of the good news related to the new impact factor (IF) for our journal Episodes: 2020 IF, published by Clarivate Analytics 2021, which
increased from 1.393 to 2.490 (Clarivate, 2021). The journal has thus
moved from Q4 to Q3 (Fig. 1). We want to congratulate the Editorial
team of Episodes for their efforts in promoting the journal and in
increasing the quality of the published papers to attain higher citations. We are sure that our journal will increase to the highest position
once more, thanks to the publication of the best work of the IUGS
community.
Fig. 2 shows the regions that highly contributed to Episodes journal
in the last three years (Pereira et al., 2019). We would also like to
express our sincere thanks to the countries that helped improve the
impact factor and JIF percentile of Episodes journal.
All researchers wish to see their work published in the best scien-

Figure 1. Impact factor (IF) trends of Episodes in the last five-years.
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tific journals with high ratings. Currently, the value of a scientific
journal is measured chiefly by the IF. The Publications Committee
and Episodes editorial team urgently need your continued and loving
attention from all around the world so that our journal can attain
increased recognition by geological scientists on the international
platform.
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Figure 2. Countries or regions that contributed the most papers to Episodes in the most recent three-year period.
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